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Scott Turow's #1 runaway bestseller comes to theaters everywhere as a major motion picture from

Warner Bros., starring Harrison Ford, Brian Dennehy, Raul Julia, and Bonnie Bedelia, directed by

Alan Pakula, best known for his award-winning work in "Klute".
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I still pick up my battered paperback copy of "Presumed Innocent" from time to time and reread my

favorite scenes, which probably speaks to the worth of Scott Turow's novel as much as anything.

But ultimately I think the strength of this novel is that it works well on both parts of the law & order

equation, that is to say, both in the courtroom in terms of the legal drama as well as outside where

the detective elements come into play. At heart "Presumed Innocent" is a basic horror story, about a

man who may be convicted for a crime he did not do. However, the twist here is that we are not sure

if we believe our narrator, Rusty Sabich, once the fair-haired chief deputy prosecutor in the Kindle

County D.A.'s office.Rusty Sabich's boss, Raymond Horgan, is in a dogfight for the election with

Nico Della Guardia, a former lieutenant. When one of their colleagues, Carolyn Polhemus, is found

brutally murdered, Horgan gives Sabich the job. What Horgan does not know is that Sabich and

Polhemus had been involved in an affair, which ended badly. Only Sabich's wife, Barbara, knows

about the affair, and she has as much trouble dealing with her husband's obsession over the dead

woman as she did with the affair. Sabich begins the investigation but there are no suspects, no

leads, and no hope of finding the killer. But when Horgan loses the election, Sabich is stunned to

find himself the new administrations one and only suspect for the Polhemus murder.The fact that



Sabich was a prosecutor becomes a key part of the legal dilemma in which our narrator finds

himself.

I just read a review on this site that made me wonder if that reviewer and I had read the same book.

Her obvious disappointment with the characters and plot was sad to read. "Presumed Innocent" was

a fascinating read I thought. Rusty Sabich is accused of murdering his colleague and, unbeknownst

to his accusers, his ex-lover. He tells his own story, and if Scott Turow is a lawyer first, his career as

a writer must follow a very close second. First person narrators are barely to be believed if they are

telling their own stories. The fragmented technique used by Turow to tell Rusty's story has two vital

uses. First, it reflects the state of his mind: he narrates in vivid flashback and in first person present.

Rusty is a fragmented man himself. He is emotionally fragile and is being pounded on by elements

he feels he cannot control. Rusty believes that he was in love with the dead woman and for the kind

of man that he unfolds into being, this is not at all difficult to accept. He makes himself out to be

quite dispassionate, but all his actions reveal that he is very passionate and needs to be around

people who are as well. Watch out for storytellers who are promising to be objective and truthful.

They rarely ever are and more lie in what they say about situations and others than in what they say

about themselves directly. Also, this is a wonderful technique to leave the reader wanting more.

Turow does not protect his reader from harsh realities in the world of a prosecuting attorney: rape,

murder and violent acts. The seemingly large number of characters do not detract from Rusty's

story, as they all have their roles to play in the telling.
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